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요약
We propose a unique client-driven music genre classification solution, that can identify the music genre using

a deep convolutional neural network operating on the time-domain signal. The proposed method uses the client
device (Jetson TX2) computational resources to identify the music genre. We use the industry famous GTZAN
genre collection dataset to get reliable benchmarking performance. HTTP live streaming (HLS) client and server
sides are designed locally to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method. HTTP persistent broadcast
connection is adapted to reduce corresponding responses and network bandwidth. The proposed model can
identify the genre of music files with 97% accuracy. Due to simplicity and it can support a wide range of client
hardware.

1. INTRODUCTION
Music genre classification is one of the popular problems

in machine learning. The problem has not only commercial
business value, but also has many practical applications such
as music recommendation [1]. Another application can be to
automatically organize and tag by genre a huge music corpus.
The convolutional neural network (CNN) can learn the features
of music and most likely identify the music genre. Once the
network identifies the genre (or sub-genres), that information
can be used for music recommendation and discovery.

In past decades, CNNs have made a lot of progress in the
computer vision area. Some of the networks even reached
better accuracy than humans to classify images. Instead of
classifying images, here we use CNN for music genre
classification with mid-level time-frequency image
representations (spectrograms) as inputs. We use the industry
famous GTZAN dataset to get reliable performance
benchmarking [2]. The network can classify music genres such
as pop, jazz, rock, etc. We propose a unique client-driven
music genre classification solution, that can identify its genre
using a deep CNN operating on the time-domain signal. The
proposed consist of two major sides i.e., The HLS server and
client sides. To validate the performance of the proposed
approach, the HLS client is configured on Nvidia Jetson TX2 an
embedded AI computing device to demonstrate the

performance. For the server-side perspective, the HLS server
locally configured on Microsoft Windows internet information
services (IIS) [3].

The main contributions are: (1) proposed a client-driven
music genre classification framework. (2) Trained CNN model
to identify the music genre. (3). Finally, HLS client and server
sides configured locally to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed method.
2. RELATED RESEARCH

Music genre classification has been a popular topic in
music information retrieval since the seminal study [4]. Despite
the extensive research, the field still presents open challenges
nowadays, such as the ill-defined concept of genre, which is
vague, fuzzy, and subject to human perceptions [5]. The CNNs
have been actively used to find solutions for the tasks, such as
music tagging [6], and genre classification [7]. To classify and
organize large music corpus, enormous computational
resources will be required at the server-side. The server-side
computational resources demand can be reduced if we process
it on the client-side. Now several devices are available in the
market which has high computational resources (i.e., Nvidia
Jetson TX2). This paper proposes a client-driven method that
uses client-device computational resources to classify the
music genre.
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Figure 1: Proposed client-driven framework for music
genre classification.
3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

This section explains the proposed client-driven music
genre classification framework. The proposed system
architecture is shown in Figure 1. The proposed approach
mainly focusses on the client-side implementation. The HLS
client-side configured on Nvidia Jetson TX2 an embedded AI
computing device. It is a GPU based board with Nvidia 256 core
pascal architecture along with 64-bit hex-core ARMv8 CPU,
stacked with a memory of 8 gigabytes and 59.7 GB/s 128-bit
the interface of memory data transfer capacity [8]. Jetpack 4.3
SDK is used to automate the basic installations on Jetson TX2,
which includes the Board Support Packages, libraries
especially for deep learning and computer vision. Jetson TX2
supports several energy profiles; among those profiles, Max-N
used in experiments.

The client-side consists of two major components: HTTP
persistent connection to download the music file, music genre
classification model. Due to faster for frequent data
exchanges, and better performance [9], HTTP persistent
connection is used to download the music file(s). The music
genre classification model is trained on the GTZAN dataset.
Even though some drawbacks and limits are indicated [10], it
is still one of the widely used datasets as a benchmark for
music genre classification. The dataset consists of 1,000 songs
and 10 genres. Each clip is 30-second long with the sampling
rate of 22,050 HZ, 16 bits.

4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS AND RESULTS
To train the dataset each audio clip of 30-seconds split

into 3 seconds with the size 19000×129×128×1 (samples × time
× frequency × channels). Initially, all the audio files
transformed into as mel-spectrograms and chromagram, both
of which are a 2D array in terms of time and feature value (see
Figure 2). Computing the spectrograms makes extensive use of

the librosa library for audio processing. This is a standard
approach to processing music and speech because the
mel-scale corresponds well with human sound perception.

Figure 2: Spectogram for Pop (top), Instrumental (below)
clips

The features extracted using the VGG16 convolutional
neural network with a small modification. We have used Keras
toolbox for features extraction and train the network on
GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. SGD optimizer is used to train the
network with learning rate of 0.001 and decay of 0.01 and 0.9
momentum. The model reaches an accuracy of 97.02% in the
validation set. Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix of genre
predictions. Figure 4 shows the training and validation
accuracy of the model during the training process. The trained
model is used in Jetson TX2 to classify the music genre. The
proposed approach process only music file in the client-side
without extracting from a video, thus it requires minimum
computational resources.  The computational demand on the
server-side can be reduced further if we process more
operations (i.e., trailer generation [11]) in the client-device. In
addition, it can support the privacy-preserving solutions using
efficient encryption techniques [12].

Figure 3: Confusion matrix of genre predictions
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Figure 4: Training and validation accuracy during
training on GTZAN dataset

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a client-driven music genre

classification framework. Jetson TX2 configure locally to
analyze the music genre classification using its resources.
HTTP persistent connection adapted to download the music
file(s) to reduce CPU usage and roundtrips. We use the
industry famous GTZAN genre collection dataset to get reliable
performance benchmarking. The proposed model can identify
the genre of music files with 97% accuracy. As several devices
are available in the market having a high computational
resource such as Nvidia Jetson TX2, their computational
resources can be used to reduce demand on the server-side.
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